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Thursday, GROUND HOGS, 2012

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like gas prices!

The Possible Outcomes of
Groundhog’s Day
by Liz Fujita~ Daily Bull

Groundhog sees shadow: six
more weeks of winter

ending in 2012

Groundhog does not see shadow: spring comes sooner

Groundhog is a bear: fuckin’ run
-- it doesn’t matter how long
winter lasts

Groundhog sees half his shadow: groundhog wonders when
he got decapitated

Groundhog’s shadow is shaped
like a dick: broomball is cancelled forever

Groundhog chases shadow:
summer is approaching unnaturally fast

Groundhog dies upon reaching
sunlight: groundhog is a vampire
-- evacuate premises and assume
winter will never end

Groundhog pees on shadow:
we’re trending toward an ice age
Groundhog’s shadow glows:
nuclear
armageddon/nuclear
winter will come in six weeks
Groundhog’s shadow has holes
in it: hunting season part 2!
Groundhog never comes out of
hole: the world may actually be

Groundhog takes forever to
come out of hole: Groundhog is
zombie, GG.
Groundhog is blinded by light
and stinks: Groundhog is CS Major at Tech.

Who Needs Clothing? Not This Guy,
That’s for Sure!
By Cameron Long ~ Daily Bull

Two young men from England,
Kieran Sweeney and Callum MacDonald, will soon try to cross the
Atlantic for the third time. In a
home-built
pedal-powered
craft. Naked. Just take a moment
to process that, I’ll wait. They say
it’s to prevent chafing; honestly,
that’s a legitimate concern when
peddling for days on end. However, they clearly haven’t thought
this through all the way. Unless
they expect cloudy weather for
the entire crossing or they plan
to pack copious amounts of sunscreen (and don’t mind rubbing
it all over their junk in front of one
another), they’ll have something
on hand at least as bad as chafing…

ing undertaking, here are some
other activities which shouldn’t
be done naked.

So, in honor of their, um, dar-

see EXTREME NUDITY on back...

Welding - Hoo boy, wouldn’t
this be exciting! The knowledge
that 2000-degree sparks could
land on your junk at any moment
has got to be a rush.
Polar exploration – Talk about
shrinkage.
Alligator feeding – You really
don’t want them to confuse that
for a scrap of chicken.
Just about every chem lab ever –
I splashed my hand with sulfuric
acid in my Gen Chem lab seven
semesters ago and that freaked

Groundhog is tiny: Groundhog is
actually a gremlin. Kill it, kill it with
fire!

Pic o’ the Day - Obama vs Groundhog

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

10% Student Discount
Everyday On Every Pizza!

Mid-terms, AHOY!
(for some of us)

www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

NEWS IN THONGS:
Briefer than Briefs!

...from EXTREME NUDITY on front

me out plenty.

You heard it here folks! That’s
right, the social networking supergiant, Facebook, is planning a
move to go public.

Playing with fireworks – I’ve
been hit with fireworks before.
It wasn’t fun and I was wearing clothes. Nothing explodey
needs to go anywhere near that.

The leaders of Facebook released a statement earlier today
regarding the issue:

Operating a belt sander – A man
once won a Darwin Award for
masturbating by holding his dick
against the belt of a machine during his shop’s lunch break and
having his scrotum ripped open,
after which he STAPLED IT SHUT.
Fireman – Imagine having that debrided. Now stop it.
Broomball – especially goalie.
Fly fishing – 90% of fly fishing is
whipping the fly around. Considering that you get embedded
hooks out of skin by pushing
them through so as to cut the
barb off, this would be a fate
worse than death.
Stapler fight - *ka-chick!* *kachick!* *ka-chick!*
P.S. Their first attempt was cut
short by a mechanical problem
and the second by food poisoning (just 43 miles into the trip). I
think whatever deity is out there
is trying to tell them something. I
wonder if he/she/it will be as forgiving toward them this time…
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Okay, now imagine 20% of those
2000 degree sparks landing in youw
sensitive bits.... Burns worse than that
time you slept with that cheap hooker.

“As many of you know and have
complained, we here at Facebook are devoted to bringing
you an easy, friendly, and standardized form of social media
and networking like no other
place before, if only at the price
of your privacy. Facebook is
happy to announce that coming
shortly, we will become a publicly owned company, and to go
with that, we at facebook will
be releasing everyone’s informa-

Facebook Planning
to go Public!
by Jon ‘Big-O’ Mahan

tion ever created to the general
public. That’s right! Everyone can
see that you had that relationship
with that slut back in high school!
And know that you probably
got an STD even though it hasn’t
flared up in 3 years! Quality and
Service for everyone, as we always say!”
Many critics are already lining up
against this proposed move by
the social networking giant.
“It’s a grave violation of privacy!”
Some were quoted as saying.
Others however, mentioned that
this was essentially what facebook was already doing, and
that they don’t mind that facebook is finally admitting to what
they’ve done all along.

A Hexceptionally Hard Maze

